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In this supplementary material, we add more qualita-
tive comparisons on both synthetic and real-world datasets
in Sec. 1. After that, we introduce the Spherical Gaus-
sians (SGs) function, the multiplications of SGs in Sec. 2,
and how to use SGs to represent terms in the rendering
equation in Sec. 3. Then we prove how to solve the non-
differentiability at boundary lights on one dimension and
use the Reynolds transport theorem [11] to extend Leibniz
integral rule to a higher dimension in Sec. 4. The details of
network architecture and modification of the decoder are in-
troduced in Sec. 5. Next, we show comprehensive ablation
studies in Secs. 6 and 7. Finally, we discuss differences be-
tween the proposed method and SOTA baselines as well as
the limitations of our method in Sec. 8 and Sec. 9, respec-
tively. We encourage the reviewers to check our accompa-
nying videos for an overview of the proposed method and
more results.

1. Extra Qualitative Comparisons

We show two more qualitative real-world and synthetic
datasets comparisons in Fig. 2 and Fig. 1, respectively.
Similar to the comparison of synthetic dataset in the main
paper, our method is capable of predicting more accurate
material and optimized illumination (See Fig. 1). As for
the real-world dataset, the baselines [17, 19] cannot accu-
rately disentangle albedo and roughness, while our method
has reasonable decomposition (See Fig. 2).

2. Spherical Gaussians Function

2.1. Representation of SGs

A general form of SGs can be represented as:

G(x; ξ, λ,µ) = µeλ(x·ξ−1), (1)
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Figure 1. Qualitative Comparisons on Synthetic Dataset. We compare our method with baselines on hotdog and chair scene.
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Figure 2. Qualitative Comparisons on DTU [5]. We compare our method with baselines on toy bear and owl statue.

where x ∈ S2 is the input of SGs function, ξ ∈ S2 is the
lobe axis, λ ∈ R+ is the lobe sharpness, and µ ∈ R3 is the
lobe amplitude.

2.2. Multiplication of SGs

Following [14], we represent the multiplication of two dif-
ferent SGs G(x; ξ1, λ1,µ1) and G(x; ξ2, λ1,µ1) using a
third one G(x; ξ′, λ′,µ′):

G1 ·G2 = µ1e
λ1(x·ξ1−1) · µ2e

λ2(x·ξ2−1)

= µ′eλ
′(x·ξ′−1),

(2)

where

µ′ = µ1µ2e
λ3−λ1−λ2 , (3)

λ′ = λ3 = ||λ1ξ1 + λ2ξ2||, (4)

||λ1ξ1 + λ2ξ2|| =
√
λ2
1 + λ2

2 + 2λ1λ2(ξ1 · ξ2), (5)

ξ′ =
λ1ξ1 + λ2ξ2

λ3
. (6)

3. Rendering Equation Representation
The rendering equation [6] used in the submission is:

Lo(ωo;x) =

∫
Ω

Li(ωi)fr(ωo,ωi;x)(ωi · n)dωi. (7)

where Li(ωi) is the incident light, fr(ωo,ωi;x) is simpli-
fied Disney BRDF model [1] at the surface point x and n is
the normal at this point.

We discuss how to represent each part in the rendering
equation using SGs. It is worth noticing that we only con-
sider a single incidence direction ωi in the following part
for simplicity.

3.1. Incident (Environment) Light

We simulate continuous environment illumination as com-
posed of different discrete light sources:

Li(ωi) = µeλ(ωi·ξ−1), (8)

where ωi ∈ S2 is the input of incident light SGs function,
ξ ∈ S2 is the lobe axis, λ ∈ R+ is the lobe sharpness, and
µ ∈ R3 is the lobe amplitude.

3.2. Representing ωi · n as SGs

The multipliciation of the view direction ωi and surface
normal n can also be transformed into SGs [10] as:

ωi · n = G(ωi; 0.0315,n, 32.7080)− 31.7003

= 32.7080 · en(ωi·0.0315−1) − 31.7003.
(9)

3.3. Specualr Term in BRDF

The simplified Disney BRDF model [1] split reflectance
into diffuse and specular:

fr(ωo,ωi;x) =
a

π
+ fs(ωo,ωi;x) (10)

We have explained the first term in the submission,
and the second term fs is modeled with the Microfacet
Model [3, 13]:

fs(ωo,ωi;x) =
F (ωo,ωi)G(ωo,ωi)D(h)

4 · (n · ωo)(n · ωi)
, (11)

There are three important terms (F,G, D) to simulate
specular:

• Fresnel term F that evaluates how much light is re-
flected by the surface under a given angle of incidence.

• Geometric attenuation term G (i.e., masking and shad-
owing term) that accounts for mutual shadowing and
masking of microfacets.

• A microfacet distribution function D that tells what
fraction of microfacets are oriented in direction h =

ωo+ωi

||ωo+ωi||2 so that light incoming from direction ωi

will be reflected in direction ωo.
We represent each term as in [7]:

F (ωo,ωi) = S + (1− S) · 2−(5.55473ωo·h+6.8316)(ωo·h),
(12)

G(ωo,ωi) =
ωo · n

ωo · n(1− k) + k
· ωi · n
ωi · n(1− k) + k

,

(13)

D(h) = G(h;n,
2

R4
,

1

πR4
) =

1

πR4
e

2
R4 (h·n−1), (14)

where S is the specular reflectance (Fresnel coefficient), R
is the roughness, and k = (R+1)2

8 .
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Figure 3. Demonstration of Non-differentiability at Boundary
Lights. We borrow the figure in the main body here for the expla-
nation.

4. Non-differentiability at Boundary Lights
To better understand the high-level idea, we simplify the
derivative of an evolving surface [2] with non-motion as-
sumption [16] and present the partial gradient computation
deduction for the boundary lights in one dimension. The
environment lights are all within a 2D plane and uniformly
distributed between x0 and x1, and xθ is the boundary light
that Li(xi) change abruptly (i.e., from “obstructed” to “vis-
ible”, see the supplementary video for animation) and the
location is related to scene parameters θ. The rendering
equation can be simplified to:

Lo(ωo;p) =

∫ x1

x0

Li(xi)fr(ωo,xi;p)(xi · n)dxi, (15)

where p represents location of green point Fig. 3 and its
surface normal n. We replace Li(xi)fr(ωo,xi;p)(xi · n)
using F (xi) for the clean deduction.

When calculating the partial derivative of Lo(ωo;p)
w.r.t. to network parameters θ, we can get:

∂Lo(ωo;p)

∂θ
=

∂

∂θ

∫ x1

x0

F (xi)dxi

=
∂

∂θ

∫ xθ−ϵ

x0

F (xi)dx+
∂

∂θ

∫ x1

xθ+ϵ

F (xi)dx

= F (xθ − ϵ) · ∂xθ

∂θ
+

∫ xθ−ϵ

x0

∂

∂θ
F (xi)dx

− F (xθ + ϵ) · ∂xθ

∂θ
+

∫ x1

xθ+ϵ

∂

∂θ
F (xi)dx

= ∆F (xθ) ·
∂xθ

∂θ
+

∫
x0x1−xθ

∂

∂θ
F (xi)dx

(16)

where x0x1 − xθ means removing xθ at the edge.
We can extend this to two-dimensional rendering inte-

gral, using Reynolds transport theorem [11]. A comprehen-
sive high dimensional proof can be found in [4, 16].

5. Detailed Network Architecture
Fig. 4 visualizes the detailed architecture. For each net-
work, the yellow blocks are the inputs, and the orange
blocks are the outputs.
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Figure 4. Detailed Architecture. (a) The SDF MLP in Sec. 4.1
in the main paper. (b) The material autoencoder in Sec. 4.4 in the
main paper. (c) The indirect MLP in Sec. 4.3.1 in the main paper.
γ(·) indicates the positional encoding procedure.

5.1. Network Design

Fig. 4a shows the SDF MLP (FSDF in Sec. 4.1 in the main
paper). It takes the positional embedding of a query 3D
point p, and outputs its SDF value and a 256 dimension
feature embedding (used for geometry initialization stage
as [19]). The SDF MLP uses the softplus activation after
each hidden layer. Fig. 4b illustrates the material autoen-
coder (Sec. 4.4 in the main paper). It takes the positional
embedding of a surface point x as input and predicts the
albedo and roughness at this point. Fig. 4c demonstrates
the indirect MLP (Find in Sec. 4.3.2 in the main paper).
To estimate the target indirect light Lr, the Find takes the
positional embedding of a side traced point x′ (the intersec-
tion of Lr and an object when reaching light sources) and
its normal n′ as inputs and predict the environment lights
weights wr. We then utilize Eq. (5) in the main paper to
aggregate the environment lights w.r.t. wr and predict the
target indirect light Lr. Both the material autoencoder and
indirect MLP use ReLU as an activation function after each
hidden layer.

5.2. Decoder Architecture on Real-world Datasets

The material autoencoder described in Sec. 5.1 works well
on the synthetic dataset. However, we observe that when
applying it to a real-world dataset, it is prone to trivial so-
lutions (e.g., the saturated roughness in Fig. 5). To resolve
this issue, we share more layers between the albedo and
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Figure 5. Qualitative Comparison of Two Decoders on DTU [5]. Using separate decoders makes the model predict saturated roughness.
This phenomenon can be resolved by sharing more layers between the roughness and albedo decoder.

roughness decoders, as shown in Fig. 6 (b). Intuitively, this
design adds a mutual constraint on roughness and albedo
estimation as a regularization to prevent the roughness from

saturating. As shown in Fig. 2, our method can decompose
each scene into reasonable albedo, roughness, and geometry
normal using this design.
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Figure 6. Different Material Decoders. We visualize the struc-
ture of two different decoders. For real-world datasets, sharing
more layers (b) for decoding can add regularization on roughness
prediction to avoid trivial solutions occurring in (a).

6. Ablations on Tracing Refinement

We show the time cost in Tab. 1. Refined sphere tracing
allows a larger threshold (10−3 compared to 10−5 in clas-
sic sphere tracing) without compromising tracing accuracy,
which accelerates the geometry initialization training sig-
nificantly from 22 hours to 17 hours. However, the refine-
ment requires gradient computation (Eq. (4) in the main
paper), which cannot be done simultaneously for many pix-
els during inference due to memory limitation. So classic
sphere tracing is used during inference and causes a longer
inference time. We will further explore how this compu-
tationally expensive tracing under a large number of pixels
can be applied.

To further demonstrate the effectiveness of the refine-
ment process, we perform ablation studies by removing this
refinement process. The results are shown in Fig. 7. With-
out this refinement process under the threshold of 10−3, the
model cannot capture the geometry details in the hot dog
scene, the ribbons below the balloons, and the surface of
the balloons present noticeable artifacts.

7. Ablations on Boundary Lights
Despite the quantitative evaluation in Tab. 1d of the
main body, We visualize the qualitative results of including
boundary lights or not. Though the inverse rendering re-
sults (i.e., albedo and roughness estimation) are similar, our
full model achieves much better light estimation results, as
demonstrated in Fig. 9. Boundary lights are crucial to esti-
mate realistic environment lights. Without modeling bound-
ary lights, the predicted environment lights are noisy and
inconsistent.

8. Detailed Comparison with SOTA Methods
In this section, we compare our method and PhySG [17],
MII [19], NeRV [12], respectively. We discuss the details
below.

PhySG [17] resolves inverse rendering by modeling illu-
mination as mixtures of Spherical Gaussians combined with
an implicit function for geometry estimation. Our method
has two main advantages compared to PhySG [17]: a) our
approach explicitly models indirect illumination that is ig-
nored in PhySG. b) PhySG [17] assumes that the object sur-
face has a consistent roughness, which is often not applica-
ble in relatively cluttered scenes that include more than one
object. At the same time, our method predicts a spatially-
varying roughness that is more capable for complex scenes.

MII [19] (as well as several other works [9, 12, 15, 18])
models indirect illumination by learning an MLP that takes
a surface point (e.g., x in Fig. 4(c)) as input and directly
outputs the indirect illumination at the point. The indirect
illumination prediction accuracy is thus limited by the ca-
pacity of the MLP. On the other hand, our method explicitly
traces and analyzes each indirect light at a surface point,
leading to more precise indirect light illumination.

Finally, compared to NeRV [12], our model has the fol-
lowing advantages: a) our approach does not require known

Method Stage GPU / Peak Memory Training Time / Tracing Threshold Inference Time / Tracing Threshold

MII [42]

Geometry Initialization GeForce GTX 1080 Ti / ≈ 2GB 22 hours / 10−5

around 50s per img / 10−5Illumination NVIDIA RTX A5000 / ≈ 20GB 1.5 hours / 10−5

Illumination & Material NVIDIA RTX A5000 / ≈ 20GB 1 hours / 10−5

Ours
Geometry Initialization GeForce GTX 1080 Ti / ≈ 2GB 17 hours / 10−3

around 120s per img / 10−5

Geometry & Illumination & Material NVIDIA RTX A5000 / ≈ 20GB 6 hours / 10−3

Table 1. Analysis on Speed and Threshold.
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Figure 7. Ablations on Tracing Refinement.

environment light. Thus can be easily applied to real-world
scenes, as shown in Fig. 5. b) NeRV employs an integral
that uniformly aggregates environment lights for indirect il-
lumination computation, which is equivalent to the uniform
weight strategy discussed in Sec.5.3 in the paper. As shown
in Fig.4 in the paper, this uniform weight strategy leads to
compromised scene reconstruction (i.e., inferior quantita-
tive results in Tab. 1 in the paper and shading area in Fig.
4b). c) NeRV locates less accurate reflection point locations
through depth prediction by an MLP rather than physical
tracing.

9. Discussions and Limitations

Self-supervised inverse rendering is a highly ill-posed prob-
lem; in rare cases, it suffers from accurately disentangling
geometry and texture. As shown in Fig. 6 of the main pa-
per, the strips on the board under the jars can be either inter-
preted as grooves (as our model did) or the texture patterns
of the board (as in the ground truth images). Resolving such
ambiguity requires either ground truth supervision or prior
knowledge. Furthermore, thanks to the physics-based de-
sign, our method naturally supports relighting. While the
results in Fig.8 (b) demonstrate a high level of realism, they
may not align perfectly with the ground truth. We attribute it
to the ill-posedness of self-supervised inverse rendering dis-
cussed above. Specifically, our training data only comprises
images captured under certain environment lights, causing
Find (See Sec.4.3.2 in the paper) to learn weights for indi-
rect light combination under this specific environment illu-
mination. This issue could be mitigated if images captured
under different illuminations are available.

Following prior methods [12, 15, 17, 19], in this work,
we focus on non-specular objects. As a result, our method
can not accurately predict the inverse rendering of a strong
reflection object (though we can edit the surface of an object
to have strong reflection, as shown in Fig.8 (c) in the main

Figure 8. Failed Case.

paper). A potential solution is to pre-train the model on an
annotated dataset to learn a prior of specular objects [8].

In the fine-tuning stage, our approach exhibits a slower
optimization compared to the MII [19]. This reduced speed
stems from the necessity of a secondary reverse ray march-
ing process, a critical step to precisely identify reflection
points. This choice is pivotal for accurately modeling en-
vironmental illumination. Consequently, while there is an
increase in computation time, this trade-off is justified by
the enhanced accuracy in material and illumination recov-
ery.

Last, the SDF MLP used in our method can not capture
highly delicate geometry such as hairs or furs. As is shown
in Fig. 8, the beard of the Smurf degrades into a flat plane,
leading to failed disentanglement of albedo and roughness.

We leave these limitations to future work.

10. Video Demos

We highly encourage the reviewers to watch our video in the
zip file. In the video, we demonstrate details of the proposed
method and show more comprehensive inverse rendering as
well as editing results on four synthetic scenes.
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Figure 9. Ablation Study on Boundary Lights. Our full model can achieve better light estimation results by considering boundary lights.
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